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Continuous flow left ventricular assist device is increasingly adopted in clinical practice in treatment of end stage heart failure. The LVAD has its own limitation and durability. Device failure, thrombosis, infection necessitating device exchange. The approaches of device exchange either by subcostal incision or median full resternotomy which associated with more mortality and morbidity. The subcostal approach is associated with less mortality and morbidity, however it is associated with more pain and less control of outflow graft. In the subxiphoid approach there is midline muscle sparing incision and offers better access to both inflow and outflow portions of the pump.

The author here, used non muscle dividing alternative to the left subcostal incision. The author also compared different approaches of device exchange.

The author collected 29 patients who require device exchange between 2006 and 2015. The causes of device exchange include device thrombosis, electromechanical pump dysfunction, outflow graft obstruction, inflow graft malposition.

The result showed less intensive care unit and hospital length of stay in subxiphoid approach compared to resternotomy approach.
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End of life care is very important field in medicine. Professional approach is increasingly required as the improvement in medical technology and different devices implanted to help the patients. Left ventricular assist device is one of technology which increasingly used now all over the world to help the patient with end stage heart disease and also as a bridge for cardiac transplant. LVAD can be used as in and out patient with special medical staff training who can take care of those kind of patients. However, most patient with LVAD can die and the device in place. End of life in those patients need a special trainee, how to approach and when to deactivate the LVAD.

The author in this article explore the difference in cardiology and hospice / palliative medicine approach in LVAD deactivation.

The author surveyed 41 items. Members of European society of cardiology-heart failure association, international society of heart and lung transplant ISHLT, the heart failure society of America and American Academy of Hospice and Palliative Medicine.

Between October to November 2011 the survey was sent to 7168 individuals, 440 responded. 391 were cardiologist. Data then was analyzed.

Most of the responders believe the LVAD is life sustaining treatment. Different numbers between cardiology and home palliative medicine were involved in process of deactivation of LVAD. Home palliative medicine, were more comfortable in device deactivation in comparison of the cardiologist.

The author explored the ethical and legal issues in deactivation of LVAD between the cardiology and home palliative medicine. Most of the cardiologist believe that the patients should be imminently dying before device deactivation. Home palliative medicine believed that the patients must be imminently dying to deactivate the LVAD. However, the author noted that in US, LVAD deactivation process is very well established.